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ALL KIDS DREAM OF BIG ADVENTURES. 
SOME NEVER GROW OUT OF IT. 

The urge to explore doesn’t fade away. We’re curious by nature, always 

in search of the next big thrill, the places beyond the horizon, the great 

unknown and a lifetime full of once-in-a-lifetime moments. 

The water holds infinite possibilities, and no one can do it all or see  

it all. But that doesn’t mean you shouldn’t try.
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ENGINES MADE FOR EXPLORING

Make every minute count. Every spot, every tow, every cast. Mercury® 175 to 300hp FourStroke 

outboards were engineered to elevate every precious moment.

From prop to helm, Mercury has enhanced the entire boating experience. Advanced SmartCraft® 

technologies track crucial engine data with convenient digital displays, while intuitive controls add 

comfort and make every adventure even easier. 

It’s everything you could ever hope for from your outboard. 



THE FREEDOM TO HAVE IT ALL

The culmination of decades of marine innovation and industry leadership, Mercury 4.6L V8 250 and 

300hp FourStroke outboards deliver legendary performance and an all-around elevated boating 

experience. Reliability. Comfort. Power. Handling. Easy ownership. Flexibility. For any body of water  

and across a wide variety of boats, every facet of a Mercury FourStroke outboard is engineered to 

ensure you make the most of your time on the water. 

V8 FOURSTROKE

250/300

4.6

HORSEPOWER

LITERS



KEEP YOUR 
FOCUS ON 
THE FUN 

Mercury has invested countless hours into engineering 

the 175 to 225hp family of FourStroke outboards, so 

you don’t have to give it a second thought. A 3.4L 

V6 powerhead delivers unmatched performance and 

reliability, while a vibration-dampening design ensures 

a quiet, comfortable boating experience. FourStroke 

outboards are easy to own, fun to drive  

and ready to explore. 
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V6 FOURSTROKE

175/200/225
HORSEPOWER

3.4
LITERS



COMFORT

QUIETER BY DESIGN 
Featuring a large muffler and a sophisticated, vibration-dampening 

cowl design, Mercury FourStroke outboards deliver a smoother, 

quieter ride than any competing outboard, at any speed.

PERFORMANCE

LIGHT BUT MIGHTY
With a class-leading power-to-weight ratio and a high-

displacement quad-cam design, V8 and V6 FourStroke outboards 

get on plane quickly and wow with instantly responsive slingshot 

torque, especially at midrange. 

CONVENIENCE 

EVERY RPM OPTIMIZED  
Industry-first Adaptive Speed Control maintains rpm without 

frequent throttle adjustments, meaning that changes in loads or 

conditions – like rough water, tight turns and tow sports – won’t 

affect comfort or engine performance. 
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THE FOURSTROKE
ADVANTAGE
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EXPERIENCE

ALL-DAY POWER 
When voltage is low, a FourStroke engine will automatically 

increase idle rpm, boosting alternator output to replenish 

battery charge and keep batteries from draining while 

trolling or operating electronic devices. 

MAINTENANCE

SIMPLIFIED SERVICE  
By adding an exclusive top cowl service door, Mercury has

eliminated the need to remove the cowl to perform routine oil 

level checks. Color-coded touchpoints and QR codes that link to

maintenance instructions make it easier to perform the service

needed to maximize engine lifespan and performance.

EFFICIENCY 

MORE FUN ON LESS FUEL
Every Mercury V8 and V6 FourStroke outboard is the lightest 

in its class by at least 10 pounds. With less weight on the 

transom plus intelligent features like Advanced Range 

Optimization, which automatically adjusts fuel delivery  

for optimized cruising, you can go farther on every tank.



DIGITAL THROTTLE & SHIFT 

JPO FOR SINGLE-ENGINE PONTOONS

SMOOTH AT ANY SPEED

360° DIGITAL CONTROL

Available Digital Throttle & Shift (DTS) controls deliver  

silky-smooth shifting and instant throttle response, for 

effortless handling and complete command. Integrated Active 

Trim makes it easy to optimize performance and efficiency.

Mercury Joystick Piloting for Outboards (JPO) for Single-Engine 

Pontoons makes it easier than ever to maneuver large pontoon 

boats in close quarters. Integrated bow and stern thrusters, 

positioned under the deck, deploy and stow as needed. Once 

deployed, they work in tandem with the outboard to provide a 

level of control once reserved for multi-engine vessels.

Available on 175hp+ Mercury outboards

THE POWER TO DO MORE 
Learn more at mercurymarine.com/smartcraft. 
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VESSELVIEW MOBILE

EVERY ENGINE HAS A STORY TO TELL

Perpetual, personalized access to engine data and more. VesselView 

Mobile® monitors up to four engines, all in one convenient, intuitive  

app. VesselView Mobile features include customizable engine 

performance data displays, notifications and warnings, maps,  

checklists and maintenance reminders. 

SMARTCRAFT CONNECT & VESSELVIEW LINK

FROM THE TRANSOM  
TO THE TOUCHSCREEN
VesselView Link and SmartCraft® Connect adapters pair VesselView® 

data and controls with multi-function displays from Garmin®, 

Raymarine®, Simrad® and Lowrance®. Adapters accommodate up to 

four engines, enabling select SmartCraft features and aggregating 

chartplotting, radar, sonar, audio controls and CZone® digital 

switching onto one display.



FEWER WORRIES,  
MORE TIME ON THE WATER

SERVICE & MAINTENANCE

Learn more at mercurymarine.com/find-a-dealer.

Mercury hub kits reduce noise, vibration and harshness at  

the source. They provide a cushion between the prop and  

prop shaft, enhancing durability and protecting the  

drivetrain from most accidental prop impacts. 

Mercury props don’t take anything for granted. Our 

exclusive Performance Vent System® (PVS) lets you custom 

tune propeller venting, ensuring optimal acceleration. 

Meet the materials made specifically to propel Mercury 

engines. X7® stainless-steel alloy is 4x more durable 

and 30% stronger than conventional stainless, allowing 

Mercury to design props that would otherwise be 

impossible. 

Mercalloy® aluminum is designed specifically for the  

diecast process, helping us produce high-quality props, 

free of porosity for increased strength. 

EXCLUSIVE METALS

HUB KITS

PVS

WHERE THE RPMs 
MEET THE H2O

PROPELLERS

Find the ideal prop for your outboard at mercurymarine.com/propselector. 

A Mercury FourStroke outboard is made to last.  

Every engine is backed with a three-year limited  

warranty and an industry-exclusive three-year  

corrosion warranty.

If your engine requires service, an extensive network 

of factory-trained dealers and master technicians is 

ready with genuine Mercury replacement parts and 

accessories to get you back on the water. 

Mercury Precision Parts® provide original factory fit

and performance to help keep your engine running 

like new and performing at its peak. Mercury Precision 

Lubricants® are specially formulated and tested to 

exceed our high standards and keep engines running 

smoothly, no matter where your days take you. 

Get up to eight years of total coverage with Mercury 

Product Protection, a factory-backed extended 

service contract that covers certain expenses beyond 

the term of the Mercury limited warranty.

WARRANTY

DEALER NETWORK PRECISION CARE 

MERCURY PRODUCT  
PROTECTION
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Mercury propellers are engineered to convert every bit of FourStroke horsepower into 

unmatched performance. With innovative technology and superior materials behind 

them, Mercury props set the standard for premium design and durability.



BOLDLY BEAUTIFUL 

Mercury V8 and V6 FourStroke outboards are available in three shades of white,  

as well as our traditional Phantom Black. For a touch of personalization, accent  

panels are available in five colors or a customizable, paint-ready option. 

Cold Fusion White Warm Fusion White

Redline Red Pacific Blue

Pearl Fusion White

Mercury Silver

Phantom Black

Graphite Grey Pro Black (matte) Ready-for-Paint

ENGINE COLOR OPTIONS

ACCENT PANEL COLOR OPTIONS

WOT RPM: 

Engine Type:

Displacement:

Induction:

HP

Starting:

Gear Ratio:

Alternator:

Trim System:

Dry Weight:

Steering:

Shaft Length:

WOT RPM: 

Engine Type:

Displacement:

Induction:

HP

Starting:

Gear Ratio:

Alternator:

Trim System:

Dry Weight:

Steering:

Shaft Length:

Fuel Compatibility:

Fuel Compatibility:

ENGINE SPECIFICATIONS

5200-6000

V8 (32-valve, DOHC)

250

20 in (508mm)
25 in (635mm)
30 in (762mm)

5000-5800

V6 (24-valve, DOHC)

3.4L (209 cu in)

175 / 200

20 in (508mm)
25 in (635mm)

Hydraulic
Power
Big Tiller

Performance-tuned long- 
runner intake manifold

1.85:1

85 amp (1071 watt)

Electric start with 
SmartStart Protection

Power trim and tilt

475lbs (215kg)

87 octane minimum /  
up to 10% ethanol

87 octane minimum /  
up to 10% ethanol

87 octane minimum /  
up to 10% ethanol

87 octane minimum /  
up to 10% ethanol

5200-6000

V6 (24-valve, DOHC)

3.4L (209 cu in)

225

20 in (508mm)
25 in (635mm)
30 in (762mm)

Hydraulic
Power
Big Tiller

Performance-tuned long- 
runner intake manifold

Electric start with 
SmartStart Protection

1.85:1

85 amp (1071 watt)

Power trim and tilt

475lbs (215kg)

Performance-tuned long- 
runner intake manifold

Hydraulic
Power
Big Tiller

1.75:1

85 amp (1071 watt)

Power trim and tilt

527lbs (239kg)

Electric start with 
SmartStart Protection

5200-6000

V8 (32-valve, DOHC)

300

Performance-tuned long- 
runner intake manifold

20 in (508mm)
25 in (635mm)

Hydraulic
Power  
Big Tiller

1.75:1

85 amp (1071 watt)

Power trim and tilt

527lbs (239kg)

Electric start with 
SmartStart Protection

4.6L (279 cu in) 4.6L (279 cu in)

*Dry weight specification is for the lightest-version model. Note: Due to our constant efforts to offer the finest products available, we reserve the right to 
change specifications without notice. Visit MercuryMarine.com or your Mercury Authorized Dealer for more engine specs and test results.
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